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Simple three-pool model accurately describes patterns of
long-term litter decomposition in diverse climates

Abstract

As atmospheric CO2 increases, ecosystem carbon sequestration will largely depend on
how global changes in climate will alter the balance between net primary production and
decomposition. The response of primary production to climatic change has been
examined using well-validated mechanistic models, but the same is not true for decem-
position, a primary source of atmospheric CO2, Weused the Long-term Intersite Decom-
position Experiment Team (LIDET) dataset and model-selection techniques to choose
and 'parameterize a model that describes global patterns of litter decomposition. Mass
loss was best represented by a three-pool negative exponential model, with a rapidly
decomposing labile pool, an intermediate pool representing cellulose, and a recalcitrant
pool. The initial litter lignin/nitrogen ratio defined the size of labile and intermediate
pools. Lignin content determined the size of the recalcitrant pool. The decomposition
rate of all pools was modified by climate, but the intermediate pool's decomposition rate
was also controlled by relative amounts of litter cellulose and lignin (indicative of lignin-
encrusted cellulose). The effect of climate on decomposition was best represented by a
composite variable that multiplied a water-stress function by the Lloyd and Taylor
variable Q10 temperature function. Although our model explained nearly 70% of the
variation in LIDET data, we observed systematic deviations from model predictions.
Below- and aboveground material decomposed at notably different rates, depending on
the decomposition stage. Decomposition in certain ecosystem-specific environmental
conditions was not well represented by our model; this included roots in very wet and
cold soils, and aboveground litter in N-rich and arid sites. Despite these limitations, our
model may still be extremely useful for global modeling efforts, because it accurately
(R2 = 0.6804) described general patterns of long-term global decomposition for a wide
array of litter types, using relatively minimal climatic and litter quality data.
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Terrestrial ecosystems may serve either as a negative or as
a positive feedback mechanism for future climate change
(Burke et al., 2003; Weltzin et al., 2003). The future role of
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these ecosystems will depend on how global changes
alter the balance between carbon (C) inputs from net
primary production and C losses from plant detritus
and soil, which consist primarily of losses through
decomposition. Annually, the decomposition of plant
detritus (i.e. litter) and soil organic matter adds over
10 times more CO2 to the atmosphere than fossil fuel
and industrial sources (Schlesinger, 1997; Prentice et
al., 2001). This, in combination with the precipitous
rise in atmospheric CO2 since the industrial revolu-
tion, suggests that even small changes in decomposi-
tion rates could have large impacts on atmospheric
concentrations of CO2,

Despite the potentially critical role of decomposition in
the global C balance, our understanding of decomposition
and the soil system remains rudimentary, particularly
compared with our current understanding of C inputs
through primary production (Agren et al., 1991; Potter
et al., 1993; McGuire et al.,1995, 1997). Although most
research agrees that temperature, precipitation, and litter
chemistry (C chemistry and nutrient content) strongly
control rates of litter decomposition (Meentemeyer, 1978;
Berg & Agren, 1984; Aber et al., 1990; Hobbie, 2005), how
these factors independently or interactively influence
decomposition across large spatial and temporal scales
remains unclear. Decomposition studies are most often
local or regional in scale and use a low diversity of litter
types and chemistries (Gholz et al., 2000).Extrapolating to
global scales or nonrepresented litters and ecosystems is
therefore problematic. Similarly, because most studies are
conducted for less than 5 years, there are few data
available to define how litter chemistry and climate con-
trol long-term or late-phase decomposition (Trofymow
et al., 2002).

At the same time that efforts to model primary
production have converged, the diversity of approaches
used to describe and predict decomposition has re-
mained high, perhaps due to the use of local, short-
term datasets containing limited litter types to define
and build decomposition models, and the relative lack
of sophisticated decomposition model comparisons (vs.
photosynthesls model comparisons; Pan et al., 1998).
Most (if not all) decomposition models use temperature
and moisture functions to control rates of decomposi-
tion, but the functional forms of the relationships vary
widely (Burke et al., 2003; Del Grosso et al., 2005). The
way litter quality is assumed to control decomposition
rates varies even more dramatically - ranging from
models that include very minimal litter quality effects
(e.g. BIOME BGC) to those that divide litter into three or
more pools based on various aspects of litter chemistry
(e.g. CENTURY and G'DAY). Perhaps unsurprisingly,
model reviews and comparisons have revealed discre-
pancies that suggest that a deeper understanding of

global controls on decomposition is needed (Moorhead
et al., 1999; Luckai & Larocque, 2002; Burke et al., 2003;
Kirschbaum, 2006).

In contrast to the majority of decomposition datasets,
the Long-term Intersite Decomposition Experiment
Team (LIDET) dataset is l0-year, spatially extensive,
and contains a wide range of litter quality substrates.
The extensive nature of this dataset allowed us to
compare and test many different hypotheses (i.e, mod-
els) about how climate and litter chemistry interact to
control litter decomposition at large scales.

Hypotheses

We use the entire LIDET dataset to test five core a priori
hypotheses about large-scale patterns of decomposition
against alternative hypotheses formulated from shorter-
term and smaller-scale decomposition datasets (e.g.
Meentemeyer, 1978; Parton et al., 1994; Hobbie, 2005).
Our objective was to test these hypotheses in a hier-
archical manner, so that the end result would be the
selection and parameterization of a relatively simple
semimechanistic model that predicts long-term patterns
of decomposition based only on climate and initial litter
quality characteristics.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Three initial litter pools representing
different C qualities are needed to accurately describe patterns
in long-term litter mass loss

Most models assume that litter quality affects the rate
of litter decomposition and choose to represent this
assumption by dividing litter into different 'pools' de-
termined by the chemical composition of the litter. This
division is based on research indicating that labile or
soluble C compounds such as sugars and amino acids
decompose most rapidly, followed by nonlignified cellu-
lose and hemicellulose, and then lignified cellulose and
lignin (Minderman, 1968;Berg et al., 1982;Berg & Agren,
1984; Aber et al., 1990). This approach is employed in
many ecosystem models, which divide litter into two or
three pools that represent fast and slow decomposition
based on initial C chemistry (Parton et al., 1987; Aber
et al., 1990; Moorhead et al., 1999; Corbeels et al., 2005).
We hypothesized that patterns of long-term decomposi-
tion would be best described by a three-pool decomposi-
tion model, with the initial mass of each pool determined
by initial litter C chemistry, and the decomposition rate
of each pool modified by climate.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Increasing initial litter content of lignin
relative to cellulose decreases the decomposition rate of litter
cellulose
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After the early period 'of litter decomposition, free or
nonprotected cellulose is decomposed and the remain-
ing cellulose is physically shielded by lignin encrusta-
tions (i.e. the lignin-carbohydrate matrix of plant cell
walls; Chesson, 1997). The remaining cellulose cannot
be decomposed independently of lignin, and litter
decomposition becomes limited by the decomposition
rate of lignin (Berg et al., 1982, 1984; McClaugherty &
Berg, 1987; Aber et al., 1990). Given that a certain
proportion of cellulose is protected by lignin (Melillo
et al., 1989;Corbeels et al., 2005),we hypothesized that
the decomposition rate of the nonsoluble fraction of
litter would be modified by the relative amounts of
lignin and cellulose.

Hypothesis 3 (H3): The size of the labile litter pool is
inversely correlated to the initial lignin/nitrogen (L/N) ratio
of the litter

Because initial decomposition rates increase with
litter N concentrations (Berg et al., 1982;Hobbie, 2005),
many models determine the size of initial litter pools
using an N-related index. For example, in CENTURY,
low L/N ratios increase the size of the labile litter pool,
resulting in higher initial rates of decomposition (par-
ton et al., 1987, 1994).We hypothesized that the initial
size of the fast pool in our best model from H2 would
increase with initial N concentration and decrease with
recalcitrant C concentration (i.e. lignin).

Hypothesis 4 (H4): A composite climate variable that incor-
porates the effects of temperature and soil moisture better
represents the effect of climate on decomposition than vari-
ables that do not

Decomposition generally increases with temperature
and moisture. However, at the extremes, and for some
combinations of temperature and moisture, the relation-
ships may be more complex. For instance, high tem-
peratures can lead to moisture limitations if
precipitation is not sufficient. This interaction is best
represented by a composite climatic index that com-
bines moisture and temperature effects. Gholz et al.
(2000)found composite variables [e.g. actual evapotran-
spiration (AET) and CENTURY's synthetic variable
DEFAC] to be more robust predictors of climatic effects
on early phase decomposition than mean annual tem-
perature (MAT) or mean annual precipitation (MAP)
alone. Our goal was to compare the ability of MAP and
MAT with the ability of two composite synthetic climate
variables, AET and a climatic decomposition index
(CDI, a synthetic variable that allows temperature and
water stress to interact) to predict long-term litter
decomposition at global scales.

Hypothesis 5 (H5): At a global scale, the effects of tempera-
ture on decomposition are best represented by a variable Ql0

function because the temperature sensitivity of decomposition
is greater during periods of lower temperatures

Q10 (Quotient 10) functions describe how processes
such as decomposition or soil respiration change over
10°C  intervals. Global decomposition models often use
constant Q10 functions (e.g. Raich & Potter, 1995), but
Del Grosso et al. (2005) found that CDIs with variable
QI0 temperature functions were better able to describe
the effect of temperature on soil respiration at large
spatial scales. Most soil respiration data suggest that
temperature sensitivity of decomposition is greatest at
low temperatures, with low  Q10 values at high tempera-
tures and high Q10 values at low temperatures (Lloyd &
Taylor, 1994;Kirschbaum, 1995;Del Grosso et al., 2005).
Our goal was to compare the ability of a CDI with a
constant Q10 temperature function with five CDIs that
each incorporates a commonly used variable Q10 func-
tion to predict the effect of global variation in climate on
litter mass loss.

Our objectives for this paper are (1) to test each of the
hypotheses above in a formal structure that allows us to
select a single, overall, best model and (2) to interpret
systematic deviations from the model to improve our
understanding of the controls on decomposition. Our
prediction is that such systematic deviations will be
related to differences among ecosystems (e.g. nutrient
availability, extreme climate) or litter type and location
(aboveground vs. belowground).

Materials and methods

LIDET study and design

The temporally and spatially extensive LIDET dataset
(LIDET,1995) allowed us to simultaneously contrast a
large number of alternative hypotheses about long-
term, global trends in decomposition. LIDET was in-
itiated in 1990 to study the effects of substrate quality
and macroclimate on decomposition of fine litter over a
10 year period (LIDET, 1995; Gholz et al., 2000). The
project was a reciprocal litterbag study involving the
transplanting of leaf and root litter from 26 species
across 27 sites in North and Central America (Tables 1
and 2) that reflected a wide variety of natural ecosys-
tems and climates (Gholz et al., 2000).

Nine 'standard' litters covering a wide range of L/N
ratios were incubated at each site for 10 years beginning
in 1990. Three species of fine roots and six species of leaf
litter (Table 2), were confined in 20cm2 litterbags, with
four replicate bags for each species, site, and time. Each
site also had a 'wildcard' litter that appeared at only one
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site for all sample collections. Leaf litterbags were
constructed from 1mm nylon mesh on the top (to allow
access by most soil fauna; Hobbie, 2005) and 55!lm
Dacron cloth on the bottom (to prevent fragmentation
losses but allow access by fungal hyphae, bacteria,
nematodes, and protozoa; Swift et al., 1979).Root litter-
bags were constructed entirely of 55 um cloth. Litter-
bags were filled with 10g of leaves and 5-7 g of fine
roots. Ten sets of 10 litterbags were placed at each site.
Leaf litterbags were placed on the ground surface. Fine
root bags were placed within the top 20em of mineral
soil at a 45° angle.

Although the litterbag method has some limitations,
including burial of surface bags by falling litter through
time, microclimatic effects, and potential exclusion of
soil fauna (Hutchinson et al., 1990;Virzo De Santo et al.,
1993; Kurz-Besson et al., 2005), it remains the best
available method for generating large decomposition
datasets because it is easy to implement and thus
replicate consistently among a large number of obser-
vers and sites (Kurz-Besson et al., 2005). A pilot study
found essentially no effect of mesh size (1 vs. 5mm) on
leaf decomposition, but a caution remains regarding the
effects of mesh size on root decomposition, as no similar
study was conducted for belowground decomposition
(Gholz et al., 2000).

Litterbags were collected approximately each year at
all sites except the tropical sites, where samples were
collected every 3-6 months due to higher decomposi-
tion rates. Initial litter chemistry and ash content were
determined at Oregon State University (Table 2; Gholz
et al., 2000). Gholz et al. (2000) and LIDET (1995)
provide a detailed description of field and laboratory
methods. .

Climatic data and parameters

We used observed precipitation and temperature data
from the experimental period (1990-1999, Table 1) to
calculate climate variables. The monthly water budget
in the CENTURYmodel (Parton et al., 1994)was used to
calculate AET for each site given the monthly average
maximum and minimum air temperature and precipi-
tation. We calculated potential evapotranspiration (PET;
Allen et al., 1998) using solar radiation (calculated from
latitude and time of year), monthly average daily mini-
mum and maximum air temperature, and relative
humidity.

In addition to these standard climatic descriptors, we
calculated CDIs. A CDI is a function that describes the
effect of monthly variation in temperature and water on
decomposition. The water function we used assumes
that water controls decomposition primarily through
water stress. Thus, extremely high levels of soil moist-

where Fw(PPTi,PETi)and FT(Ti) are the monthly effects
of water stress and temperature on decomposition.

We calculated different CDIs by varying the tempera-
ture function (Fig. I, Appendix A). Our initial analyses
used a CDI with Lloyd & Taylor's (1994)variable QlO

temperature function [CDILT; Eqn (2)]. We later com-
pared CDILT to five additional CDls with different
temperature functions, including a constant Q10 expo-
nential function (CDIexp) and four variable Ql0 func-
tions, to determine which CDI best predicted the effect
of climate on decomposition. The variable Ql0 tempera-
ture functions were as follows: a positive linear function
(CDIlinear),an arctangent function (CDIatan; Del Grosso
et al., 2005), the Kirschbaum function (CDIK Kirsch-
baum, 1995), and the function used by the CENTURY
model (CDIDEFAC;  Parton et al., 1989, 1994).The Kirsch-
baum (1995) as well as the Lloyd & Taylor (1994)
functions were empirically derived. The Kirschbaum
(1995)equation was based on laboratory soil respiration
measurements, and the Lloyd & Taylor (1994)equation

Fig. 1 Alternative temperature functions [FT<Ti) in Eqn (1); also
see Appendix A] for the climate decomposition index (CDI). As
in our analyses, the arctangent function is normalized to the
value of the function at 30°C, while all other functions are non-
normalized values.
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ure (e.g.waterlogged soils) may not be well-represented
by our CDIs. Annual CDIs are the mean value of
monthly CDIis, which are calculated as a function of
mean monthly air temperature (Ti),monthly precipita-
tion (PPTi), and monthly PETi of the ith month:
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was derived from field measurements of soil respira-
tion. Gholz et al. (2000)and Moorhead et al. (1999) found
CDIDEFAC(referred to as DEFAC in these papers) to be
well-correlated to litter decomposition rates. However,
Del Grosso et al. (2005) found that CDIatan predicted
heterotrophic and autotrophic respiration rates better
than other functions.

Data analysis

To explore each hypothesis, we developed a series of
models based on the negative exponential decomposi-
tion equation (Olson, 1963), These models predicted
mass loss at all sites over the 10-year experimental
period based on the decomposition of one to three
initial litter pools (M1-M3) over time. The size of each
pool (percent of total initial litter mass) was determined
by initial litter chemistry. These simple equations were
modified by including a climate descriptor in the ex-
ponential term of each pool. The set of candidate
models for each hypothesis was based on this simple
framework (Appendix A).

We used Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) mod-
ified for small sample sizes (AICc) to choose among the
models in the candidate sets for each hypothesis. Ale
combines the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance (the
amount of information lost by using a model to approx-
imate the truth) with maximum likelihood estimation
by using likelihood to estimate the relative K-L distance
between competing models. This method determines
which model is closest to the unknown truth, which is
represented by the data (Burnham & Anderson, 2002;
Del Grosso et al., 2005).Ale is, therefore, used to rank a
set of a priori models based on the' support for each
found in the data. The model with the lowest Alec
value has the most support in the data and is closest to
the unknown truth. The differences between the Alec
value of the best model and the values of each model
ranked below it (^ = AICc of each model-AICc  best
model) provides information to evaluate whether mod-
els in the set are close competitors to the best model -
the ^r of the best model is zero; models that are within
1-2 AICc points of the best model have substantial
support in the data; relative to the best models in the
set, models with  ^r > 7 have essentially no support in
the data (Burnham & Anderson, 2002).This methodol-
ogy also provides information on model-selection un-
certainty by calculating Akaike weights (wr) for each
model. Akaike weights are the probability that the best
model would be selected again as best, given the same
set of models and a new set of similar but independent
data (Burnham & Anderson, 2002).

Our first hypothesis (H1) compared one-, two-, and
three-pool models of decomposition to determine the

number of pools that most accurately depicted long-
term decomposition:

Each litter quality index (including no litter quality index) was
used in a one-, two-, and three-pool model, for a total of 24
models for the model-selection analysis of hypothesis 2.
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To test H2, we created a set of 'litter quality models'
that again compared the one-,. two-, and three-pool
models, but now with different litter quality indices
(q; Table 3) in either the first pool of single-pool
models or the second pool of two- and three-pool
models (24 models; Appendix A). As in H1, we con-
fined our analysis to the use of one climate index, CDILT

and initial pool sizes using measured C chemistry. If
AICc chose a model that used the initial lignin and
cellulose contents to control decomposition of M2< our
hypothesis that cellulose decomposition is influenced
by the encrustation of cellulose by lignin would be
supported.

To investigate the effect of initial litter N concentra-
tion on decomposition (H3), we used the best model
from the litter quality model analysis (H2) to compare
the effect of using the measured C fractions (as in HI
and H2) with using equations that were linear or
exponential functions of initial litter L/N ratios to
define initial pool sizes (Table 4). We refer to this set
of models as the 'initial pool models.' Our decision to
estimate initial litter pool sizes as a function of the L/N
ratio was based on the assumption that litter N con-
centration most strongly impacts litter decomposition in
the early phases of decomposition. This assumption has
been successfully used to model ecosystem C cycling in
the CENTURY model (Parton et al., 1994).Each of our
equations used the initial L/N of each litter to change
the size of M1. Because M3 is always equal to the
measured lignin content, these equations also adjust

the size of M2. As the L/N ratio increases (typically
because N decreases as lignin increases) the size of the
M1 pool decreases and M2 increases. In this way, low
L/N ratios increase the size of the Ml pool, which
decomposes most rapidly, thus increasing initial rates
of decomposition.

In addition to the linear slope and intercept .or ex-
ponential shape parameters, each model included a
parameter that defined either the minimum size of the
Ml pool or maximum value of the L/N ratio, so that M1

would always be greater than zero (Table 4). Our
decision to include a minimum M1 or maximum L/N
parameter in each model was based on (1) the observa-
tion that labile C contents in litter (often measured as
water soluble extractives, WSE) do not reach zero even
if the litter has extremely high L/N ratios (minimum
WSE ranges between 3% and 18% when L/N>55;
Trofymow, 1998; Hobbie & Gough, 2004; Hobbie,
2005) and (2) previous datasets that have found short
term (1year) decomposition rates and/or  water soluble
C contents to decrease with increasing L/N ratios until
L/N = 50-60, after which each is relatively unaffected
by further L/N ratio increases (Melillo & Aber, 1982;
Harmon et al., 1990).We either used the LIDETdataset
to estimate parameter values in these equations or
defined parameter values a priori based on previous
datasets (Table 4).

If the best litter quality model (H2) included a litter
quality parameter that involved initial cellulose content
(M2), then two versions of that model were included:

Table 4 For hypothesis 3, the equations and maximum limits on either the size of M2 + M3 or lignin/nitrogen (L/N) ratio used to
determine the most accurate method of determining initial pool sizes (in combination with the best model from hypothesis 2)
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one that used the measured quantity of cellulose in the
quality index and a second model that used the
L/N function to estimate the size of the M2 pool.
Our hypothesis that L/N ratios affect early rates of
decomposition would be supported if AlCc chose a
model that used one of our equations to determine
initial pool size vs. the model that used measurable C
chemistry.

Within H3, we compared the initial pool models
to three models that allowed N content to influence
rates of early decomposition by influencing the
decomposition rate of M1 (Appendix A). Because these
models did not perform as well as the initial pool
models (Appendix A), we focused on the initial pool
models.

We used the best model from the initial pool models
(H3) to compare MAT MAP, AET, and the six alter-
native CDIs (H4 and H5). AICc was used to select the
climate parameter that best predicted mass loss over
time. Within this set of 'climate models,' we first com-
pared noncomposite (MAP and MAT) with composite
(AETand CDIexp)climate indices (H4 and set 1 of the
climate models), and then compared the six CDls that
used either constant or variable QI0 temperature
functions (H5 and set 2 of the climate models). Our
hypotheses would be supported if a composite CDI
with a variable QI0 function was selected as the best
model.

Finally, we investigated the dataset for systematic
biases, defined as deviations from the best model pre-

. dictions based on Jitter or ecosystem type. Weexpected
any deviations to be based on ecosystem differences or
litter type (above- and belowground). Ecosystem differ-
ences may be based on differences in nutrient avail-
ability, climate or abiotic extremes. We also considered
the possibility that alternative processes, such as UV-
enhanced decomposition may be influencing litter de-
composition in some ecosystems (i.e, arid) but not
others (e.g. moist tropical).

To investigate a litter type bias, we used AICc to
.determine if using the best model for all litter together
was better than using the same model with data sepa-
rated by litter type. In the second model, kps were
estimated for leaf and root litter separately, but the
parameters used to determine initial pool sizes (BI
and B2) were kept constant (as determined in H3). To
evaluate site and ecosystem biases, we examined the
correlation between the data and model predictions
over time, both statistically and visually. In two cases
(wetland and arctic sites), we used the same analysis as
described above for separating by litter type. We also
investigated biases revealed in temperate and tropical
sites using the data for these sites alone. Because a
portion of these investigations were post hoc, primarily
the ecosystem biases, we emphasize that these relation-
ships should be further investigated with independent
datasets.

All tested models, associated AIC statistics, and
model convergence information are listed in Appendix
A. Appendix Bpresents the parameter estimate correla-
tion matrices for the best models from H1 to H5.

Results

Hypotheses

Hl: Three initial litter pools of differing carbon qualities best
described patterns in long-term litter mass loss

Averaged across all sites, litter types, and species,
litter mass loss was approximately 70%over the 10  year
study period. The three-pool model selected by AICc as
the best model captured over half of the variability in
the LIDET dataset (R2 = 0.622; Table 5). This model
contained separate exponential decomposition rates
(kp) for the fast, slow, and recalcitrant C pools (Table
5). The kps for the three Jitter pools indicated fast

Table 5 For hypothesis 1, of the three models, a three-pool model provided the most accurate predictions of long-term
decomposition at the LIDET (Long-term Intersite Decomposition Experiment Team) datasets than did one- or two-pool models

All models converged, and all parameters were constrained, ki > O. In the three-pool model, k3 hit this lower bound and was set at
zero for estimation of the remaining parameters. CDI (climatic decomposition index) = Lloyd &. Taylor (1994) CDI
AICc, Akaike's Information Criterion.
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decomposition of the labile pool (k1 >1), slower decom-
position (k2 ~ 0.8) of the cellulose pool, and essentially
no (k3 = 0) decomposition of the lignin pool over the
10-year period (Table5).

Of the one-, two-, and three-pool models examined
under H1, only the three-pool model had a  ^r <10
(^r =0, Wr =1), indicating that the LIDET dataset
strongly supported the choice of the three-pool model.
The one- and two-pool models had Mvalues >500 and
Wr values <0.00001, indicating that compared with the
three-pool model, these models had essentially no sup-
port in the data and have virtually no chance of being
chosen as the best model given the same model set and
a similar set of independent data (Table5).

100
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l 80
0> 70c
'c
'ro 60
~ 50

40
30
20

0

o

•
Observed data-DGRL
Observed data-PIEL
H2 model-DGRL
H2 model-PIEL
H1 model-DRGL
H1 model-PIEL

4 6 8 102
Time (years)

Fig.2 Litter quality affects the rate of mass loss. Leaf litter of
two species with different litter qualities is shown averaged
across all sites: Drupetes glauca (DGRL; L/cell = 0.27 and
L/N =5.5) decays more rapidly than Pinus elliotiii (PIEL;
L/ cell= 0.52 and L/N = 59.5). The predictions of best model
from hypothesis 1 (H1 model) do not predict the decay rates of
these two litter types as accurately as the best model from
hypothesis 2 (H2 model). The H1 and H2 models are both
three-pool models but litter quality modifies the decay rate of
the M2 litter pool in the H2 model. Error bars are ±1SE.

H2: Increasing initial litter content of lignin relative to
cellulose decreased the decomposition rate of litter cellulose

Overall, litter quality had a dramatic impact on litter
decomposition (Fig. 2). Including a litter quality index
(q) that accounted for lignin protection or 'encrustation'
of cellulose in the three-pool model significantly im-
proved the prediction of mass loss over the simple
three-pool model from HI, particularly after the second
year of decomposition (Table 6, Fig. 2). The best litter
quality model, as selected by AICc, allowed the lignin
(L) fraction  [L/(L + cellulose)] to modify the decompo-
sition rate of the second, or slow pool (litter quality
index #5, Table 3). This model had a M = a and
Wr = 0.918, indicating very strong support in the data
for this model (Table 6).

H3: Initial N concentration and C quality affected initial
mass losses

Litters with low L/N ratios decomposed more ra-
pidly than those with high ratios (Fig. 2). In combina-
tion with the best litter quality model (from H2), using
the initial L/N ratio to estimate initial pool sizes re-
sulted in better predictions of mass loss than using
measured C pools to determine initial pool sizes (Table
7, Appendix A).

With very few exceptions, using the measured cellu-
lose in the litter quality index of the best litter quality
model from H2  [Ls= L/(L + cellulose)] was a better
predictor of decomposition than using the L/N equa-
tion of each model to estimate the initial percent cellu-
lose (M2) for this parameter. For models with  ^r<40,
the version of each model that used measured cellulose
in Ls  was always 4-9 AICc points lower (i.e.better) than
the version that used estimated cellulose in Ls.  For this
reason, we focused on the models that used measured
cellulose in Ls; with the knowledge that, in datasets

Table 6 The best three models from the set of litter-quality models (hypothesis 2, H2), compared with the best model from
hypothesis 1 (H1; the three-pool model)

Model N R2 P AICc A^ wr k1 k2 k3 b

Mt = Ml x exp(-k1 x CDI xt) + M2 x exp[-k2 x                    2039       0.6606    <0.0001         10708         0 0.918         1.893           1.5817        0.0343       4.271
CDI x exp(-b x Lx xt] + M3 X exp(-k3 x CDI x t)

Mt = M1 x exp(-k1 x CDI xt) + M2 x exp[-k2 x CDI         2039       0.6583    <0.0001       10713         4.9   0.085         1.844           0.1314       0.018
((L + cell)/L) x t] + M3 x exp(-k3 x CDI x t)

Mt = M1 x exp(-k1 x CDI x t) + M2 x exp(-k2 x CDI x       2039       0.6592     <0.0001      10719         11.0 0.004          1.987           0.1590      0.0554
cell/L x t) + M3 x exp(-k3 x CDI x t)

Mt = M1 x exp(-k1 x CDI x t) + M2 x exp(-k2 x CDI x t)    2039      0.6221      <0.0001      10965          256.7 0               1.067            0.7676         0
+ M3 x exp(-k3 x CDI x t)

Including litter quality in the three-pool model from HI clearly increases the predictive ability of the model. The best litter quality
model includes a term that decreases the decomposition rate of M2 with increasing lignin fraction, Ls [lignin/(cellulose + lignin)].
CDI (climatic decomposition index) = Lloyd & Taylor (1994) CDI, AICc, Akaike's Information Criterion.
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where measured cellulose is unavailable, estimating
cellulose as a fun'ction of L/N may be a reasonable
approximation.

Estimating a maximum limit on the size of M2 +M3
produced unrealistic results for the LIDET dataset. The
two best models had maximum L/N ratios, but the size
of M2 + M3 was > 100% at these maxima (Table 7). This
could be because our dataset included only one litter
type with a L/N ratio >50 (Table 2). Litter with initial
L/N ratios > 70 have been used in several decomposi-
tion studies, and it is in these datasets that the asymp-
totic relationship between L/N and fast decomposition
rates or labile C is most apparent (Melillo & Aber, 1982;
Harmon et al., 1990). Because the 'best' two models were
not ecologically realistic, we used the next (third) best
model to estimate initial pool sizes (model #3 in
Table 7). In this model, as the L/N ratio increases, the
size of the M1 pool decreases (conversely M2 increases)
rapidly at first, but then changes more slowly as the
L/N approaches 60, after which the pool sizes remain
constant.

H4: A composite climate variable that incorporates the effects
of temperature and soil moisture better represented the effect
of climate on decomposition than variables that did not

Of the four climate models included in set 1, AICc
selected the model that used CDIexp as the best model
(Table 8). The model that used CDIexp had the only
^  < 10, indicating that it had substantial support in the
LIDET dataset and was a significant improvement over
AET, PET, MAT, and MAP.

H5: Across ecosystems, the effects of temperature on decom-
position were best represented by a variable QlO function

Although all models that used CDIs (and converged)
were better than models that used more traditional
climatic descriptors, the CDIs that used variable QlO

temperature functions (CDIatan, CDILT,CDIDEFAc,and
COIK) substantially improved the ability of our model
to predict long-term decomposition at large scales
(Table 8). In combination with the best initial pool
model from H3, AICc selected CDILT as the climate
descriptor that best represented the effect of climate
on decomposition across all sites (Table 8, Fig. 3).

However, because CDIatan was a relatively close com-
petitor to CDILT, we reanalyzed the Hl-H3 model sets
using CDlatall. The results for H1 and H2 were the same,
and the results for H3 were very similar, with the best
models producing unrealistic decomposition para-
meters and maximum pool sizes for M2 + M3 (data not
shown). The first realistic model for H3 was the same
model that was chosen using CDILT but using CDILT

produced a better fit than CDIa tan (best H3 model with
CDILT   ^r = 0, with COIatan  ^r = 8.58, data not shown).

This final climate model (the best initial pool model
from H3 with CDILT)was the overall best model for
describing the decomposition of all litter species and
types at all sites in the LIDET dataset. This relatively
simple model explained 68% of the variation in long-
term litter decomposition in diverse ecosystems across
two continents.

Systematic biases due to litter type, site, and ecosystem
differences

We investigated different litter types, sites, and biomes
for systematic deviations from the predictions of the
overall best model. In most cases, we used AlCc to
investigate the observed deviations. Some of these
statistical investigations were post hoc - in these cases,
we do not suggest that inferences regarding model-
selection uncertainty and extrapolation to new datasets
are statistically robust. Nonetheless, these investiga-
tions revealed several cases where our model tended
to consistently over- or underpredict decomposition,
which appeared to be driven by differences in litter
type, biome, or local environments.

Litter type - above- vs. belouiground decomposition. Use of
AICc to compare the overall best model for all litter
types with a model that estimated separate
decomposition constants (kps) for roots and leaf litter
(Table 9) indicated that the litter separate model was
clearly the better model (Table 9).

Site and biome biases. Litter mass loss in wetlands (NIN
and VCR) was not well-predicted by our model (Fig. 4).
Over the entire experimental period, the best overall
model overpredicted leaf litter remaining by an average
of 7%, but underpredicted the amount of root litter that
remained by an average of 32%. Because belowground
decomposition was particularly poorly described, we
compared the best overall model to a model that
estimated separate kps for all litter at wetland sites and
a model that estimated separate kps for only root litter at
wetland sites. Separating litter at wetland sites from the
litter at other sites decreased the AICc of the model, but
separating only the wetland roots from the rest of the
data resulted in the best model (Table 10). The selection of
the wetland root model and the considerably different
wetland root kp values compared to the kp values of all
other litter indicated that root litter in wetland sites had
substantially different decomposition dynamics from all
other litter (Fig. 4).

Belowground decomposition in alpine and arctic sites
(ARC, NWT, and LVW) was 10% slower than was
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Fig.3 Climate modifies decomposition rates in the observed
LIDET (Long-term Intersite Decomposition Experiment Team)
data and model predictions from the best overall model (from
hypothesis 5). Predictions and observed data are averaged across
all litter types. Decomposition proceeds most slowly at an arctic
site (ARC, solid circles and line), at moderate rates in a temperate
forest site (AND, open circles and dashed line), and very quickly
at a wet tropical forest site (LBS,open triangles and dotted line).
Symbols are observed data. Lines are model predictions. Error
bars are ±1SE.

predicted by the best overall model. In contrast,
aboveground litter decomposition was <1% slower
than predicted over the entire experimental period.
Because our model accurately described decom-
position aboveground but not belowground, we used
AICc to compare the best overall model with a model
that estimated separate kps for the roots in these
ecosystems. Of these two models, AlCc chose the
model that estimated separate kps  for arctic roots as the
best model (Table 11 and Fig. 5). In general, the kps for
arctic roots were lower than those for either the
remaining litter types or the best overall model.
In temperate deciduous forests (HBR, HFR, and CWT)

and moist to humid tropical sites (BCI,LUQ, LBS,and
MTV), aboveground litter decomposed more rapidly
than predicted, particularly if the litter was
of high quality (low L/N and L/ cell ratios). Across the
entire sampling period, the best overall model
underpredicted leaf litter mass loss in temperate
deciduous and moist tropical ecosystems by an average
of 6%.Tropical forests on highly weathered soils typically
have high rates of N cycling and availability relative to
other ecosystems (Reich  et al., 1997;Martinelli et al., 1999;
Booth et al., 2005); thus, we hypothesized that the
elevated decomposition rates may be due to higher
levels of N in soils or site litter, which supplemented
the N in each litter type, thus increasing decomposition
rates (Vitousek,1994;Ostertag & Hobbie, 1999;Hobbie &
Vitousek, 2000).The temperate deciduous sites are likely
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Comparing kjs for root and leaf litter by pool indicated that the belowground labile pool decomposed more rapidly, but the more
recalcitrant pools (M2 and M3) decayed more slowly than aboveground litter. The 'litter together' model is the best overall model
derived from hypothesis 5 (Table 8). Subscripts Land R are leaf and root.

to be impacted by anthropogenic N deposition (Swank &
Vose, 1997; Aber et al., 1998; CASTNET,2005), which
could increase early rates of decomposition at these sites
by elevating litter N and/or inorganic N availability
(Penn, 1991; Kuperman, 1999; Knorr et al., 2005;
Bragazza et al., 2006). To investigate this idea, we
derived a set of equations that acted to increase the
initial N concentration of the litter and, thus the size of
the labile C pool (Appendix A).These equations create an
N multiplier, which decreases the L/N ratio by
 multiplying the initial litter N concentration by
a positive number calculated as a function of the
L/ cellulose (L/ cell) ratio. The equations increased
initial N by a large and constant amount for litter with
low L/ cell ratios (L/ cell<0.2,N multiplier = 5) and by a
small and constant amount (N multiplier = 2) for litter
with high L/cell (>0.4). Between these two values, the
value of the N multiplier decreases linearly. Fitting this
equation to the aboveground leaf litter at tropical and
temperate deciduous forest sites increased the ability of
the model to predict mass loss at these sites (^= 0,
wr;= 1 for this model fit to temperate and tropical
aboveground litter, vs. ^r = 74, Wr = 9.9 X 10-22 for the
overall best model fit to the same data, Fig. 6).
At the very arid sites (JRN,CPR, SEV),belowground

decomposition and initial rates of aboveground litter
decomposition were relatively well-predicted by the
best overall model. However, after 3-5 years, mass loss
of aboveground litter was faster than predicted by
climate and initial litter quality (Fig. 7). For the first 5
years of the experimental period, the best overall model
underpredicted decomposition of aboveground litter by
<1%. By the end of the experiment, aboveground
decomposition was underpredicted by 25% on average.
The long-term decomposition trends over time also
followed an atypical pattern, loosing mass linearly over
time (Fig. 7).
We identified two additional sites where our model

substantially under- or overpredicted decomposition.
Because these trends were only present at two sites,
with potentially different abiotic drivers, we did not
statistically analyze these trends. At OLY,a temperate
site that receives very high levels of precipitation

Fig.4 Predicting root decomposition at wetland sites is greatly
improved by estimating decomposition rates of wetland roots
(kpw) separately from all other litter (leaf and root) in the LIDET
(Long-term Intersite Decomposition Experiment Team) dataset
(dashed line). Model predictions and observed data are averaged
across all species. Root decomposition at the wetland site NIN is
poorly predicted by the best overall model (solid line), which
estimates decomposition rates for all litter together. Solid circles
are observed root-litter data at NIN. Error bars are ±1 SE.

(Table 1), the model overpredicted the amount of mass
remaining at the end of the l0-year sampling period by
7%, meaning that decomposition was faster than
predicted. In contrast, the model described mass loss of
root litter fairly accurately (predicted mass remaining
was 1% more than the observed mass remaining). At
BSF, a temperate coniferous forest with a particularly
seasonal weather pattern, decomposition was slower
than predicted for both above- and belowground litter.
At the end of the experimental period, the best overall
model underestimated the litter mass remaining at BSF
by approximately 13%, indicating that our model may
not accurately depict decomposition at sites with
'. extremely seasonal precipitation patterns.

Discussion

Model structure and litter quality (H1-H3)

Model selection of the three-pool model was consistent
with our initial hypothesis (H1). Although short-term
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The 'all sites' model is the best overall model derived from hypothesis 5 (Table8).Subscripts A and NA are arctic roots and nonarctic
litter.

Fig.5 Root decomposition at arctic and alpine sites was slower
than predicted by the best overall model. Observed data and
predictions are averaged across species. Description of root
decomposition at arctic and alpine sites was improved by
estimating separate kps for root litter at these sites. Error bars
are ±1SE.

litter decomposition studies have found litter decom-
position to be adequately described by single-pool
models (e.g. Trofymow et al., 2002; S. E. Hobbie, Litter
decomposition study, unpublished data), long-term de-
composition rates are often, better described by multi-
ple-pool models (Bunnell & Tait, 1974;Wieder & Lang,
1982). Our results indicate that for long-term decom-
position, two- and three-pool models are significant
improvements over a one-pool model. This suggests
that as litter decomposes, the chemical (litter chemis-
try), biological, and physical characteristics and pro-
cesses that control its decomposition may vary.

In the best litter quality model (H2), the maximum
decomposition rate of M2 was decreased exponentially
by increasing the lignin fraction (Table3), such that as
the amount of lignin relative to cellulose increased, the
size of the lignin-encrusted cellulose pool also increased
(Berg et al., 1984; Aber et al., 1990). Thus, the decom-
position of cellulose (M2) is increasingly controlled by
the decomposition rate of lignin, which must be decom-
posed to gain access to cellulose (Berg et al., 1982;Aber
et al., 1990). Accordingly, the best litter quality model
decreased the decomposition rate of M2 as the initial
lignin fraction increased. Overall, the effect of litter
quality can be seen at all the sites, regardless of climate
(Fig. 2). These results are consistent with our second
hypothesis, that C quality influences the decomposition
rate of 'slow' pools through lignin protection of cellu-
lose.

Using the L/N ratio to estimate initial pool sizes
significantly improved the ability of our model to pre-
dict mass loss over time. All of the models that used
L/N ratios to estimate pool sizes were better than the
model that used measured C chemistry. Thus, our
results are consistent with research that has found high
litter N concentrations to increase initial rates of decom-
position (Berg et a/., 1982;Hobbie, 2005), and with our
hypothesis that litter with low initial L/N ratios decom-
poses more quickly initially than litter with high L/N
ratios.

In contrast, using estimated cellulose (M2)in the litter
quality modifier of the second pool (Ls) did not improve
the model. This suggests that, while N affected initial
decomposition rates by modifying the size of the Ml
(labile) pool, it did not have a similar effect on the
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Fig.6 Decomposition of aboveground leaf litter (averaged over main species aboveground litter types) is fairly well-described by the
best overall model (hypothesis 5, H5; solid line) at (a) HFR, a temperate deciduous forest and (b) MTV; a moist tropical forest, but
predictions of decomposition are improved by using an 'effective initial N concentration' at temperate and tropical sites (dashed line).
The main effect.of using this factor is to increase initial decomposition rates. Error bars are ±1SE.

Fig.7 Near-linear decay of aboveground leaf litter at JRN:
Observations and predictions are averaged across all litter
species. Initial rates are slightly slower than predicted, but decay
continues at similar rates as decomposition continues, so that
mass loss is greater than predicted by year 5. Root-litter decom-
position at JRN follows the more traditional pattern of decom-
position predicted by our model. Error bars are ± 1SE.

slower phase of decomposition, which was primarily
affected by the lignin fraction, Ls. Thus, the decomposi-
tion of the cellulose fraction, free and lignin-encrusted,
may not be as favorably influenced by litter N content
as the labile pool. This is in line with our hypotheses
that while fast decomposition would be influenced by
N concentration (through the L/N ratio, H3), slow
decomposition rates would be primarily influenced by
litter C chemistry (H2).

Climate effects on large-scale patterns of decomposition
(H4 and H5)

For the previous hypotheses, we assumed that a CDI
with a variable Q10 temperature function would be a

good descriptor of how climate affects decomposition
(Del Grosso et al., 2005).We tested this assumption with
two separate predictions and model subsets. H4
addresses the use of a composite climate index and
HS addresses the inclusion of a variable Q10 tempera-
ture function into CDIs.

Incorporating temperature and water-stress effects on
decomposition by using a CDI improved the ability of
the litter quality model to describe long-term decom-
position across a wide range of climates vs. more
traditional climate descriptors such as MAT,MAP, and
AET (H4; Table 8). This is consistent with an analysis of
the short-term LIDETresults by Gholz et al. (2000),who
also found a composite variable (CDIDEFAC  to be a
better predictor of climatic effects on decomposition
than AET, MAT, or MAP.

As we hypothesized (H5), the CDIs that used variable
QI0 functions further improved the litter quality mod-
el's ability to describe decomposition in the LIDET
dataset. The model with CDILT was selected as the best
climate model, resulting in the best overall model (Table
8). This contrasts with the results of Del Grosso et al.
(2005) who found CDIatan best described the effect of
climate in a metadata analysis of heterotrophic respira-
tion (winter soil respiration data) and soil respiration
from temperate systems (including root respiration).
However, CDILT was a close second to CDlatan, particu-
larly when respiration was primarily heterotrophic (Del
Grosso et al., 2005). Because litter decomposition is a
heterotrophic process, the selection of CDILT  in our
analysis may indicate that this variable better represents
climatic control over heterotrophic respiration.
Alternatively, it may be a result of the greater range of
climates and site characteristics included in the LIDET
dataset, as CDILT is typically higher in both cold and
very warm environments than CDIatan (DelGrosso et al.,
2005).
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Systematic biases

As we expected, we found several systematic deviations
from our best overall model predictions based on litter
type and biome or ecosystem type. Above- and below-
ground litter decomposed at different rates and some
biome-specific environments were not well-represented
by our model: very wet conditions at temperate sites,
cold soils, seasonal weather patterns with uneven dis-
tribution of precipitation, and possibly N-rich tempe-
rate and tropical sites. Additionally, decomposition of
aboveground litter at arid sites did not follow the
pattern predicted by our negative exponential decom-
position model, suggesting that different processes may
be controlling long-term decomposition at these sites.

Litter type

Estimating separate decomposition constants for root
and leaf litter substantially improved the model's abil-
ity to describe mass loss in the LIDET dataset. Examin-
ing the decomposition constants for the leaf and root
litter for all three pools indicated that while root litter
decomposed more quickly than leaf litter during initial
decomposition, it decomposed more slowly during the
later stages of decomposition (Table 9). This could be
due to greater levels of N availability and labile C (e.g.
rhizodeposits) belowground that may increase rates of
slow /lignin decomposition (Berg & Agren, 1984;
Melillo et al., 1989), or an ameliorated climate that
maintains longer periods of adequate moisture and
temperature. Our results are consistent with the results
of Chen et al. (2001),who examined fine root decom-
position over 2 years.

Biome-specific biases

As could be expected with any general large-scale
model, specific conditions at specific sites were not
particularly well-represented. In wetlands, estimating
separate kps for wetland roots resulted in a better fit to
the LIDET data. Initial decomposition rates for roots at
wetland sites were extremely high (k1W), suggesting
that the loss of soluble compounds belowground was
very rapid. Perhaps due to anaerobic conditions, de-
composition of the remaining wetland root material
was much slower than for all other litter and decom-
position of the recalcitrant pool was essentially zero
(k3W = 0, Table 10, Fig. 4; Trofymow et al., 2002). High
levels of litter leaching may also explain the higher-
than-predicted rates of above- and belowground de-
composition at OLY,which has a MAP as high as wet
tropical systems (Table 1) but a temperate thermal
regime.

In arctic and alpine environments, roots decomposed
much more slowly than the best overall model predicted
(Fig. 5). Cold summer soils may limit belowground
decomposition by decreasing decomposer activity and
limiting nutrient cycling and availability. For the sites
with available data (four of five sites), average June-
August soil temperatures were between 3 and 9aC, which
is 1.1-6.1 °C colder than air temperatures for the same
period. The average May-August soil temperature at
temperate sites is much warmer (e.g. at CDR= 20 C).

Decomposition at BSF, a site with strong seasonal
precipitation patterns, was slower than predicted for
both above- and belowground litter. Although MAP
and CDILT are relatively high for this site, it has a
particularly dry summer. A summer drought index that
subtracts mean May-September PET from total preci-
pitation (Liski et al., 2003) for the experimental period
clearly shows that BSF has a dry growing season when
compared with sites with similar CDILTs  .This index
puts BSF  in the same range as semiarid sites (e.g. CPR;
Table 1).Hart et al. (1992) also found that decomposition
at this site was likely limited by the temporal separation
of high temperatures and precipitation. The overestima-
tion of mass loss by our model suggests that CDILT was
unable to capture the effect of this extreme seasonal
variation on decomposition.

Decomposition at temperate deciduous and wet tro-
pical sites was somewhat faster than predicted. Our
analyses showed that the N multiplier increased the
ability of the best overall model to predict mass loss
(Fig. 6), suggesting that external sources of N may be
enhancing initial decomposition at these sites. There
may be other explanations for the fast decomposition at
these sites, and future investigations of decomposition
at such sites should test our N availability hypothesis
against other relevant hypotheses.

The near-linear decomposition of aboveground litter
at the arid sites was poorly described by the best overall
model (Fig. 7). The arid climates at these sites result in
low primary productivity and canopy cover (Parton
et al., 2007). Leaf litter at these sites, therefore, experi-
ences higher levels of UV radiation than litter at more
humid or forested sites. The unexpected linear pattern
of leaf decomposition that we observed at these sites
may, therefore, be a result of photodegradation. Expo-
sure to high levels of UVis thought to directly influence
decomposition by negatively affecting the decomposer
communities (Newsham et al., 1997;Duguay & Kliro-
nomos, 2000;Moody et al., 2001; Pancotto et al., 2003)
and/ or by positively affecting the mass loss through
photochemical litter breakdown (Gehrke et al., 1995;
Rozema et al., 1997; Pancotto et al., 2005; Austin &
Vivanco, 2006). Recent work suggests that in arid en-
vironments where biotic decomposition is not favored,
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UV-related decomposition may control rates of litter
mass loss (Pancotto et al., 2005; Parton et al., 2007).
Indeed, Austin & Vivanco (2006) found UV-controlled
litter decomposition patterns that are strikingly similar
to the patterns of decomposition that we observed at
these sites.

Conclusions

We were able to describe long-term rates of decomposi-
tion in a wide range of ecosystems and climates using a
relatively simple model based on site climate and the
initial litter quality characteristics of each litter type.
Litter was divided into three initial pools based on the
initial L/N ratio and lignin content of each litter. The
decomposition of the intermediate litter pool was mod-
ified by the initial lignin and cellulose contents. Decom-
position of all three pools was influenced by climate,
and a composite climate variable that used Lloyd &
Taylor's (1994) variable QlO function predicted the effect
of climate on decomposition more accurately than AET
or five other alternative composite climate variables.

While there were notable systematic deviations from
the model predictions, these deviations were largely due
to litter type, site, or biome-specific differences, which our
model was too simple to capture. In spite of these
deviations, our model was able to describe a large frac-
tion of the variation in the decomposition of a wide range
of litter types across extremely variable climates (68% or
72% excluding wetland sites, data not shown). The over-
all success of our model in matching global trends in
decomposition has large implications for simulation
models that attempt to predict long-term changes in
global C cycling. Future tests of our model against new
datasets will assess the general predictive ability of this
model and clarify the systematic departures from model
predictions that we observed in the LlDET dataset.
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